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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Mann + Hummel is a tier one automotive supplier located in Portage, Michigan. The
industry sponsor for this project is Director of Operations, Dan Kempisty with his supporting
team, and the academic advisor for this project is Industrial Engineering Professor, Dana
Hammond. The following report focuses on improving the efficiency of Cell 301 A and Cell 301
B which manufactures the air intake manifold for the Toyota Camry and Highlander. Topics
analyzed in attempts to improve efficiencies include the following; standard operating
procedures, line balancing, improving quality, reducing scrap, and analyzing non-value-added
tasks. Time studies were conducted on each operator on both the A and B side of the cell to
collect data for analysis. From this data handling times, machine times, and wait times were
studied. These were tested for accuracy and used to revise the standard work chart. Overall cycle
times were then taken for each operator. These were graphed in order to show the bottle necks of
the cell. Stochastic analysis was used to add variability to the model and get a better
representation of how many parts are able to be produced per hour. The output of this also
showed certainties to reach the goal. Based on the initial cycle time chart recommendations were
made to balance the line by reassigning some non-cyclical work and by reallocating labor. The
stochastic analysis was rerun with these changes made. The number of parts per hour produced
increased from 42 to 47 and 38 to 44 on A and B side. This saves a total of $124,821 in labor
cost over the remainder volume to be produced by the line. Along with those short term
recommendations, long term recommendations were made. This was to implement a standard
work audit system plant wide in order to get a better representation of the cells performance.
Along with this, implementing the use of man machine charts was recommended to better show
and understand the relationship between the operator and the machine.
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INTRODUCTION
COMPANY BACKGROUND AND HISTORY
Mann+Hummel originated in Ludwigsburg, Germany in 1942. The company began
making automotive filters for small companies post World War II. Throughout the following 50
years Mann+Hummel grew globally and expanded their product line. The product expansion
ranged from not only more complex filters, but to engine intake manifolds as well as air
induction systems, both being made of plastic. Their biggest customers are Ford, GM, and
Toyota. Smaller business comes from companies such as FCA, Nissan, and Mercedes Benz.

In 1994, the company open up operations in the United States, initially located in South
Bend, Indiana, until 1998 when they moved to Portage, Michigan. This location the headquarters
for U.S. production. Since then three expansion plants have been opened, one is another campus
at the Portage location, mainly used for assembly. The second being a satellite plant in Dunlap,
Tennessee, used for molding and assembly. The third was recently opened as a service center,
also located in Portage, Michigan. The company produces engine intake manifolds and air
induction systems which is the focus at the Portage location.
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PROJECT Description
Scope of Project
This project will mainly be taking place at the South Campus of the Portage location.
South campus primarily focuses on assembly operations. Currently work standards are not
analyzed on a frequent enough basis at Mann+Hummel. The standard work times are initially set
at the launch of new programs. Due to a plethora of new projects and growing business awarded
to the company, the operations teams’ main focus has been meeting the targets and due dates of
these new projects. The work standards are frequently overlooked and forgotten. The senior
design team will be analyzing the current work standards of different assembly Cells 301 A and
Cell 301 B. Cell 301 A was initially launched in 2015, due to a volume increase a few years later
a second line was added, Cell 301 B. The standard work times for Cell 301 A were initially made
in 2015, B side got added, the majority of these work standard were copied over from A side.

Significance of Project
Analyzing standard work can prove to be significant to Mann+Hummel in many ways.
The first being that it is beneficial to know where the standards are currently at and how they
compare to where they should be. If the standards are inaccurate, the company can experience
loss of production, increased labor and operational costs, hourly and daily targets not being
accurate, and increased workplace stress. With the updated standard work information, it allows
the team to narrow down the focal points of why the cell’s standard work times are different than
the originals. It also allows them to verify that the cells are able to meet their production goals.
Providing Mann+Hummel with this information allows them to better make decisions regarding
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labor allocation, production targets, and gives them real information on how the cell is running
for any other decisions to be made in the future.
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METHODOLOGY
Time Line of Project
The project is split up amongst two different semesters thus running from the end of
August to the end of April. The first semester (August to December) the team focused on
selecting a company and a project for the class. The second semester is where the data collection,
data analysis, recommendations and results take place. Below is a screenshot of the team’s Gantt
chart for the second semester which shows how the team split of all the tasks and checkpoints,
through time allotted for each one.
Figure 1: Gantt Chart

As can be seen above there were two major sections for the group, data collection and data
analysis. A large portion of time was spent collecting and finding appropriate data to use for the
project. Data drives the project and it was important to the team that there was a sufficient
amount gathered. Once the data was gathered the team had to spend time analyzing it. This also
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takes a large portion of time if done correctly. Once the data had been analyzed the team gave
presentations on the findings they had gathered and received feedback from both advisors and
other professors from the university.
The next steps the team took was to look into generating ideas and recommendations that
help them reach their goal of Improving the Efficiency of Manufacturing Cells. This was done by
the team getting together and talking over ideas. In this phase all ideas were encouraged and
none were considered too crazy, it was a simple exercise to look for ways that the process can be
improved through the videos recorded and the stats calculated. This step is important because the
main point of the project is to achieve the goal that was set, and that is impossible unless
recommendations are made. After deciding on a couple ideas that looked promising the team
then compared them against one another and started thinking more realistically as to what ones
should be considered and are feasible within the scope of the project.
After the recommendations were agreed upon the team then had to compare if these
changes were able to make a positive effect. This was done using stochastic software and
comparing the original model to the one with changes made.
The final part of the project is gathering everything that was done during the two
semesters that the team had and put it into a 20-minute presentation and report. This is a
challenging task because the team had to only include certain types of graphs, data, information,
and charts to keep the presentation professional. Finding the appropriate way to present the
findings without showing to much or too little is a balancing act.
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PROCEDURE
Initial Analysis and Cell Selection
The senior design team met with Mann + Hummel representatives on November 15,
2018 to serve as kickoff meeting. This meeting covered the project scope, purpose,
requirements, and expectations. Mann+Hummel has a large facility that is home to 30-35
assembly cells. These cells range from ones that are currently in mass production, to ones that
only provide service parts. Cells can range from one workstation up to fifteen workstations. For
the purpose of this project, the cells that are strictly dedicated to service will not be looked at due
to their low volume, this leaves roughly 20 options of cells that the project could take place in.

The Mann+Hummel team know which cells have issues, and which ones they would
want to be analyzed. These cells were recommended to the senior design team by their industrial
advisor. The senior design team wanted to verify that the cells recommended, were actually ones
that needed to be analyzed. In order to do this, a list was created of the recommended cells. The
senior design team then narrowed down the cells based on feasibility of the project related to the
senior design course. For example, there are about 5-6 single workstation cells, these were
eliminated due to not being large enough for the scope of the project. Another cell runs 12
different parts of low volume, so it was eliminated due to changeover complexity, which was not
part of the team’s overall objective. A few more cells are ending mass production mid-2019, so
they were eliminated due to short remaining life. This left Cell 301 A/B, Cell 311, and Cell G.
The team then wanted to find out which one of these cells would give Mann Hummel the most
return. The goal was to create a metric that allowed them to compare each cell on an even
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playing field. The overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) metric was collected from historical
data. This data was the average OEE from each shift that ran in each of the three cells, from
2018. This gave a value that showed how the cell has been recently performing in terms of
availability, performance, and quality. Next, data was gathered on the volume of parts left to be
made before the cell is set to end production. Finally, the selling price of each part was collected.
This metric multiplied the remainder volume of the parts made in the cell by the selling price and
then divided the OEE. By dividing the OEE, this made the total metric increase when OEE is
lowered. This proved that the metric was able to be compared across the 3 cells.
Table 1: Cell Selection

The table above told the team that Cell 301 A and Cell 301 B would give Mann Hummel
the most return.
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Cell Information
Cell 301 produces the air intake manifold that goes into the Toyota Camry and Toyota
Highlander. Below is an exploded view of this manifold. It can be seen that the manifold is
comprised of many components. This is one of the more complex parts that Mann Hummel
produces, a higher complexity part typically means a higher complexity cell.
Figure 2: Part Exploded View

Initially the cell launched with just one side (the left side shown below). Due to a volume
increase a few years later a second very similar cell was added. The left side is referred to 301 A
and the right side is 301 B. Both cells produce the same part however have a slightly different
process. One of these differences is that A side has a robot install the inserts and B side has
machines installing them adding more steps to the process. Another difference in the two sides is
that some of the machines are laid out a bit differently as well due to floor space constraints. The
final major difference is that operator 1 on A side receives the 3 different shells in 3 different
containers, while on B side the operator receives the 3 different shells in 1 container. Each side
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has a standard to run with 4 operators for a total of 8. A 9th operator is used to make a small sub
assembly in their only little cell shown in the bottom left corner. This subassembly is then fed to
both 301 A and 301 B operator 4, where they assemble it to the rest of the part. Currently Mann
Hummel uses a 10th operator who floats in between both of the operator 4s. This 10th operator
was added recently due to some quality concerns and their primary duties are to do a final
inspection of the part and then pack out the part into the finished good container. Packing out the
part is typically both of operator 4s job. This 10th man also helps out the line as needed if any
issues, breaks, or emergencies were to arise.
Figure 3: Cell Layout
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Historical Data
The goal for each side of the cell is to produce 45 parts per hour. This is an average
hourly target. The reason that its average is because not every hour worked is a full hour. Hours
1 and 8 are not full hours due to starting up and shutting down. Hours 3, 5, and 7 are also not full
hours due to them having breaks. The goal parts per hour for a full hour worth of work is 52.
Historical data was then gathered in order to understand how the cell has been performing
recently. The table below shows the performance of Cell 301-A and B from the beginning of
2018 to March of 2019. This was none for both running with the standard of 9 operators and with
the added 10th operator.
Table 2: Average Historical Parts Per Hour

2018/19 Historical Average Parts Per Hour
Avg Parts Per Hour

Goal

301-A

301-B

9 Operators

45

41.9

37.6

10 Operators

45

43.7

39.4

The team was able to gather this data from Mann-Hummel’s hourly tracker. The hourly
tracker keeps track of how many parts are made each hour as well as keep tracks of a number of
other statistics such as scrap quantities, downtimes, operator efficiency, and a plethora of other
metrics. It can be noted that 301 A performs better than 301 B regardless of the number of
operators. It can also be noted that neither side is reaching the parts per hour goal of 45, with 9 or
10 operators.
The team then wanted to check to see if having this 10th operator was worth it for Mann
Hummel to keep if they were still not meeting their goal with him. In order to do this the team
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calculated the number of parts made per operator per shift. To do this, the average parts made per
shift were taken from the same date range as above. These values were then divided by the
respective number of operators they were running with at that time. This table is shown below.
Table 3: Average Parts Per Operator

2018/19 Historical Average Parts Per Operator
Avg Parts Per Operator

301-A

301-B

9 Operators

37.1

34.2

10 Operators

35.3

31.6

This information shows that when the 10th operator is added, the number of parts made
per operator is decreased when comparing it to 9 operators. This is true for both A side and B
Side. This information was then brought to the Mann Hummel team. During that meeting it was
decided that for the purpose of the team’s analysis it will be done with 9 operators. This is due to
that 10th operator only being temporary for quality purposes and that 9 operators are the standard
that they are trying to get back to.

Project Goal
Knowing that the cell was under performing lead the team to identify their project goal.
The goal of this project is to increase profits through the reallocation of labor. Profits were not
the only goal to be increased but, by increasing metrics such as parts per hour, increasing
efficiency, these all in turn increase profits.
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Root Cause Analysis
Now having the project goal in mind, the team needed to explore why the cell is not meeting
their targets. A fishbone diagram was created to breakdown some of this reasoning. The headings
of the fishbone were the 5 M’s (Machine, Measurements, Material, Manpower, Method, and
Environment). Some of the notable causes are highlighted in the fishbone diagram below,
handling inaccuracies, cell layout, machine time accuracies, incorrect standards, 9 or 10
operators, and the non-cyclical components.
Figure 4: Fishbone Diagram
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Current Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Mann Hummel uses standard work charts (shown below) to establish which specific tasks
each operator is to perform. This chart is made when the cell was launched, it breaks down the
steps the operator is to perform, as well as gives the handling and machine times for each
operation. Below is the standard work chart for cell 301 A and B, and this has not been updated
since cell 301 B has been added a few years ago. In manufacturing this is a long time, processes
can change, machines can breakdown, demands vary, and technology changes. With that being
said if a company does not update the work standards they are falling behind and could be
possibly throwing away money by not updating standards due to unknown issues they aren’t
aware of. The standard work chart is a helpful tool that can be to teach someone the process of
the of the cells. The team used this chart to help with performing the time studies.
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Table 4: Current Standard Work Chart
Steps

Process

Handling
Time (sec)

Machine
Time (sec)

Operator # 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Unload welded shells from welder #1
Retrieve upper shell. Preload upper onto welded inner/lower
Unload welded manifold from welder #2. Stage part on staging table
Load unwelded upper and welded inner/lower into welder #2 and cycle start
Inspect welded part for excessive weld extrusion using snake light, and trim if needed.
Unload inner and lower from flapper assembly station and load welder #1.
Unload flapper sub-assembly station and load Load sleeve bearing
Retrieve lower shell. Attach MES label. Load lower shell into right fixture
Retrieve Inner shell
Load inner shell into flapper sub-assembly station.
Place part into oil nest to the left side of assembly station. Cycle start

6
6
5
5
10
5
5
6
6
6
6

22
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Operator # 2 Side A
1
2
3
4
5

Load 7 cold limiters into limiter nests
10
Load part from trim vac into cold limiter machine and cycle start machine.
6
Place part from stage table into trim vac machine (auto start)
5
Take part from cold insert machine and load into hot insert machine and cycle start machine.
6
Remove part from hot insert station and place on stage table
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Remove part from hot insert station left nest
Load 2 M8 inserts on insert tips. Place part from right side to left side.
Place 7 M6 inserts on insert tips, activate OPTO
Place part from cold insert station in hot insert station left nest
Load 7 cold limiters into nest of cold limiter station.
Place part from trim vac station into cold insert station and cycle start.
Place part from stage table into trim vac machine (auto start)

1
2
3
4
5

Install throttle body seal into the throttle body groove, and start 2 ball studs
6
Proceed to assembly station, retreive a port seal gasket and load into fixture
4
Load retainer ring and link rod into fixture
6
Place manifold into fixture.Cycle machine.
6
Place solenoid on part and manually thread bolt into bracket. Place part on stage table 10

8
6
54

Operator # 2 Side B
3
4
5
4
10
3
3

41

8
6

Operator # 3

4
23

Operator # 4 SIDE A + B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Retrieve manifold from stage table and load into actuator install station, cycle
Push lever counterclockwise and place actuator on lever (see below) flush with
manifold, close locking lever and cycle
Load 3 screws as shown
Attach hose to actuator tube, Rout hose to vacuum supply valve then fill in the hose
retention features, mark with white china mark and cycle. Remove part and
proceed to open leak test station
Place part into leak test station. Attach selenoid connector and vac tube, cycle
Inspect completed part from leak test station per GP12 instructions. Verify
verification mark is present. Use snake light to inspect inside TB and Ports for flash

5

Scan MES barcode label for packout count. Verify count is correct

3

Pack parts into rack. Place OP initials on shipping label and place into slot on rack.
Move completed racks to shipping pickup location
Altrnate pack when needed per VWI

6

4

24

4
6
4
6

85
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Operator # 5
1
2
3
4

Remove completed actuator assembly from left station and place in stage bin
Retrieve actuator cover. Retrieve MES label and place on cover.
Scan label on cover, place cover in upper nest of left side fixture.
Retrieve housing and load into lower nest on bottom , left side of fixture

2
3
4
3

5

Place inside housing that is in fixture on left side

3

6
7
8

Retrieve spring and place into the rod / diaphram
Retrieve white rod and diaphragm..Place white shaft of rod thru rubber diaphragm
Place rod /diaphramgm asembly into the right side fixture. Cycle start
NOTE: alternate between assembly #1 and assembly #2

3
4
3
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TIME STUDIES
Before performing the time studies were started, initial observations were made to
became familiar with the cell. This was done by spending time watching the cell, and the process
that the part goes through. This step is important to the time studies because it is essential that all
members know what to expect when performing the study. All participants should know what to
look for when breaking up the operations for timing purposes.
To begin the time study, the team first took videos of the operators on cell 301 A.
Operator’s 1 through 4 were informed by the cell supervisor that the cell was being observed and
to follow the standard operating procedure. Video was taken to be observed and to record the
times of each process to compare the videotaped times to the standards shown in the
standardized work chart. After cell 301 A was completed the team moved onto cell 301 B, the
process was the same the team videotaped all four operators in the cell so the videos could be
replayed and analyzed. The recordings helped the operators maintain a normal work space with
the minimal interactions with the observers.
After the team collected the time studies the next step was to verify that enough samples
were taken. This can be show below in the table. The team had to go collect more trials for
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operator 4A due to the number of trials required that they calculated. This was done using the
formula below.
Figure 5: Calculated Observation Formula

This is important because without meeting the required amount of trials, the data has no
statistical significance, because the sample size is too small to hold any validity. The team used a
desired significance level of 90% and a desired accuracy of 5%
Shown below is the teams calculation of N for the amount of studies required. The table
on the left is for cell 301-A and the right is for 301-B, looking at the table the team collected
more than enough time studies for both of the cells to warrant them having statistical validation.
Table 5: Calculation of N for A and B Side
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TIME STUDY – HANDLING ELEMENT ACCURACY
The data from the time studies was broke into cyclical and noncyclical data. Cyclical
times are defined as anything that is adding value to the part (adding a screw, adding an
actuator). Non-cyclical is defined as anything that is done that does not add value to the part
(scrap, getting components, packing out). The team also took the time studies and broke them up
into three components material handling, machine time, and wait time. These three components
can be seen everywhere in manufacturing and can give a direction that the team could go into
when looking for recommendations.

The team collected handling times and machine times for both cells and compared them
against the existing work standards that the company uses. The figure below shows operator 3A
collected times in blue, and standard times from the chart in orange. From this figure it is
obvious that there are discrepancies between the two. For example, process 1 is taking almost
twice as long as it should and process 5 is almost 2 seconds longer. This was a good indication
that there were changes in the cell since it was launched in 2015.
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Figure 6: Operator 3A Handling Times

After gathering all the handling times for all operators, the team checked to see just how
many operations were different from the times stated in the standard work chart. To analyze this,
Excel was used to calculate which operations were more than 20% faster that the time in the
chart, how many times were more than 20% slower than the standard time in the chart, and then
finally how many collected times were within 20% of the time in the standard work chart. After
doing this for all handling times the following table was constructed.
Table 6: Standard Work Accuracy (Handling Times)

As shown, there were only 10 handling times within 20% of the standard time. This
meant that 36 (78%) handling times have changed significantly since the cell first launched.
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TIME STUDY – MACHINE ELEMENT ACCURACY

Similar to the handling times, graphs comparing the collected machine times to the times
found in the standard work chart were created. The figure below illustrates the existing machine
times in blue, and the times from the standard work chart in orange.
Figure 7: Operator 1A Machine Times

Notice below that steps 6 and 8 do not have any standard machine times in the standard
work chart, but upon observing the cell it was noted that there were machines being used in these
steps. This is also an indicator that there could be something wrong with the current state of the
cell if not all operations are accounted for. To compare all of the collected machine times to
those in the standard work chart the team calculated how many machines were running more
than 10% faster, more than 10% slower than the standard work chart claimed, as well as how
many were within that 10%. The table below shows the results found when analyzing all the
machine times.
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Table 7: Standard Work Accuracy (Machine Times)

This shows that only half of the machines were running within 10% of the time shown in
the standard work chart. The machines running slower than the standard states offer an area to
possibly improve the cycle time of the cell.

When all of the handling and machine times were complied, the team analyzed the
processes in the standard work chart and made updates as necessary. These updates made the
standard work process depicted in the work chart an accurate match to what actually occurs in
the cell. Once the process was corrected, it was time to add the updated handling and machine
times to the chart. The updated standard work chart with the team’s changes can be seen below.
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Figure 8: Updated Standard Work Chart
Steps

Process

Handling Machine
Time
Time
(sec)
(sec)

Operator # 1 Side A+B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Unload welded shells from welder #1 and retrieve upper shell. Preload upper onto welded inner/lower.
Unload welded manifold from welder #2. Stage part on staging table
Load unwelded upper and welded inner/lower into welder #2 and cycle start
Unload inner and lower from flapper assembly station and load welder #1.
Unload flapper sub-assembly station and load Load sleeve bearing
Retrieve lower shell. Attach MES label. Load lower shell into right fixture
Retrieve Inner shell, load inner shell into flapper sub-assembly station.
Place part into oil nest to the left side of assembly station. Cycle start

4
3
3
7
7
7
8
3

21
26
5
16

Operator # 2 Side A
1
2
3

Take part from stage table and manually trim flash. Place into trim-vac machine (Auto-Start)
Load 7 cold limiters into limiter nests Load part from trim vac and cycle start machine.
Take part from limiter install, remove part from hot insert machine, load part, stage part, and cycle start

1
2
3
4
5
6

Take part from stage table and manually trim flash. Place into trim-vac machine (Auto-Start)
Load 7 cold limiters into limiter nests Load part from trim vac and cycle start machine.
Remove part from limiter station, and stage
Load 2 M8 inserts on insert tips. Place part from left side to right side
Place 7 M6 inserts on insert tips, insert part, and activate OPTO
Remove part from right nest and stage.

1
2
3
4
5

Install throttle body seal into the throttle body groove, and start 2 ball studs
Proceed to assembly station, retreive a port seal gasket and load into fixture
Load retainer ring and link rod into fixture
Place manifold into fixture.Cycle machine.
Place solenoid on part and manually thread bolt into bracket. Place part on stage table

12
16
7

6
13
57

12
12
3
5
13
2

7
10

Operator # 2 Side B

39

Operator # 3
11
4
4
5
12

5
23

Operator # 4 SIDE A+B
Retrieve manifold from stage table and load into actuator install station, push lever counterclockwise and
place actuator on lever (see below) flush with manifold, close locking lever and cycle.
Load 3 screws, attach hose to actuator tube, Rout hose to vacuum supply valve then fill in the hose
retention features, mark with white china mark and cycle.
Remove part and proceed to open leak test station. Place part into leak test station. Attach selenoid
connector and vac tube, cycle

15

20

5

56

4

Inspect completed part from leak test station per GP12 instructions. Verify verification mark is present.

3

5

Scan MES barcode label for packout count. Verify count is correct
Pack parts into rack. Place OP initials on shipping label and place into slot on rack. Move completed racks
to shipping pickup location
Altrnate pack when needed per VWI

6

1
2
3

6
7

5

6

Operator # 5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Remove completed actuator assembly from left station and place in stage bin
Retrieve actuator cover. Retrieve MES label and place on cover.
Scan label on cover, place cover in upper nest of left side fixture.
Retrieve housing and load into lower nest on bottom , left side of fixture
Place inside housing that is in fixture on left side
Retrieve spring and place into the rod / diaphram
Retrieve white rod and diaphragm..Place white shaft of rod thru rubber diaphragm
Place rod /diaphramgm asembly into the right side fixture. Cycle start
NOTE: alternate between assembly #1 and assembly #2

2
3
4
3
3
3
4
3
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Non-Cyclical Components
After analyzing the cyclical tasks, the next part of the process was to observe was the
non-cyclical tasks. This included moving dunnage bins, and refilling component bins. Below is a
table that the team created showing how much time is spent on the non-cyclical task of refiling
the components. This table goes in depth to show how much of each component goes into each
part, how many components are in each container, and how long it takes to refill the container.
The team did this per operator for both cells, to account for all non-cyclical component activities.
Table 8: Non-Cyclical Component Data

The information for quantity per tote and quantity per part were given variables. Dividing
these gave the metric of how many parts were made before the bin had to be refilled. From the
time study data, it was observed that it takes approximately 45 seconds to refill a component bin.
This was used as a standard for refilling components. This then had to be converted into a time
that was able to be quantified as per part. For each operator, how much time is added for refilling
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components per part made. This was done by dividing the parts per refill by the 45 second refill
time. This was then able to be added to cycle times later on.

Downtime Causes
Using the historical data from January 2019- March 2019, the team created Pareto charts
to show cell issues, and to determine which were more significant. This information was helpful
when looking at rebalancing the line to determine if any of these issues aligned with why they
are producing at the current quantity. This shows that when rebalancing the line, it might not be
the best idea to change either of the welders for operator 1A an 1B, this is because there are
already few issues with them mechanically, so the team could consider going another path.
Figure 9: Cell Issue Pareto Charts
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MAN-MACHINE CHARTS
Man-Machine charts were created for all operators for both cell 301 A and cell 301 B,
these were created to illustrate the relationship between man and machine during the specific
operator’s cycle times. In the man machine chart below the dark blue time represent the manual
handling time the operator performs; the non-cyclical times are shown in yellow. The time spent
waiting per cycle is light blue, and the machine time is shown in green.

Figure 10: Man-Machine Chart (Operator 1A)

Time Study – Cycle Times
Now that all individual, machine and handling times were collected. The team wanted to
get an overall idea of how the cell was actually performing in relation to each operator’s overall
cycle time. To do this, the button to button times were taken. Button to button times are collected
by starting the stopwatch when an operator first begins their cycle, the operator then goes
through all of their tasks to produce 1 part and when they get back to that initial step, the
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stopwatch is stopped. This encompasses the overall time each operator uses to complete 1 part.
On top of this, the non-cyclical times were added to these button to button times. The team also
observed the wait for each operator. The chart below shows all three of these metrics as an
overall cycle time, the wait times were removed from the button to button to better show them on
the graph.
Figure 11: Initial Cycle Times

This chart made it easier to visually see who the bottlenecks were. These bottlenecks are
operator 2 and 3 on A side, as well as operator 1 on B side because all of them are over the goal
cycle time of roughly 61 seconds. This chart also shows operator 1 on A side has the most
available time.
The 61 second cycle time goal took a few calculations to come up with. As previously
mentioned the parts per hour goal for the cell is 52, on a full hour. Dividing 3600 by this gives
the standard time for the cell of 69.2 seconds. The operators work for a total of 424 minutes out
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of the 480 minutes on their shift. This is their available time, converting this into a percentage
gives about 88.3% of available time per shift. This was multiplied by the standard time in order
to obtain the normal time. This is where the 61.2 second cycle time goal came from.

Stochastic Analysis
The operators do not perform their tasks and cycle times at the exact same rate every
time. There are many variables that effect these time while they are doing their work. The team
wanted to be able to capture this added variability. To do this Oracle Crystal Ball was used. This
is an Excel add in that runs a Monte Carlo simulation based on given inputs of probability
distributions to show how they affect an output metric when randomness and variability are
added.
The collected cycle times were used as assumption cells with a normal distribution with
the mean as the average cycle time for each operator. These cycle times then varied based on the
calculated standard deviations. The forecast cell was then set as the cells parts per hour.
Calculating the cells parts per hour, took the maximum normal time of the collected data.
Converted it to standard time by dividing by the 88.3% available time. 3600 was then divided by
this number to come up with the parts able to be produced. This was then multiplied by the cell’s
average OEE to come up with a number that more closely represented its historical performance.
The following table shows what was just mentioned.
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Table 9: Crystal Ball Setup

This Crystal Ball simulation was then run for 10,000 trials. The graphs below show the
output of these trial runs.
Figure 12: Cell 301 A Initial Times Crystal Ball Output

48.5%
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Figure 13: Cell 301 B Initial Times Crystal Ball Output

5.5%

The percentages shown above are the certainties that the cell will reach the goal of 45
parts per hour when variability is added over 10,000 trials. The parts per hour equivalent of this
is 42 and 38, respectively. These certainties and parts per hour are not very high, the team then
wanted to see what could be done in order to improve these.
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Performance Recommendations
Line Balancing First Iteration
As previously stated operator 1 on A side has the most available time. The team wanted
to experiment what time can be added to their cycle time to balance him better with the rest of
the operators. To do this, the team decided to add all of the non-cyclical times of refilling the
component bins to this operator. This then decreases the total walking time distance and time of
every other operator, because now only 1 operator is going to be refilling the components instead
of 8. This is able to happen because operator 1 has the most amount of free time since their cycle
is the fastest, the operator is then able to build up a small bank of parts and then go around the
entire cell and check/refill component bins as needed. The standard work chart layout below
depicts where the component bins are located.
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Figure 14: Component Bin Locations

The non-cyclical times of each operator were added to operator 1 A’s overall cycle time
and removed from the respective operator. The Crystal Ball simulation was then re-run with the
new cycle times. This simulation increased the average parts per hour made from 42 to 44, and
38 to 41, for A and B side. The new cycle time chart is shown below.
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Figure 15: First Iteration Cycle Times

As can be seen operator 2 on A side and operator 1 on B side are still over the cycle time
goal, making them bottlenecks. These were then worked on next to lessen their overall cycle
time.

Line Balancing Second Iteration
To lower the cycle time of operator 2 on A side and operator 1 on B side, some labor had
to be reallocated. Currently operator 2 has a large amount of wait time due to one of the
machines have a large run time. Due to this that operator goes back to their first steps and start
the process over again, once that machine is reached again, the initial part is still being run, so
the operator has even more wait time. To reduce this, some of operator 1’s work was reallocated.
This work includes removing loading, using, and unloading the 2nd welder that operator 1
currently uses. The handling times for these operations were removed from operator 1 A and
given to operator 2 A, the wait time for operator 2 was also decreased.
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Something similar was done on the B side, currently operator 1 B trims their own part,
while on A side operator 2 A trims the part. To decrease the cycle time of operator 1 B, the role
of trimming the part was reallocated to operator 2 B, just like how A side is run. The times for
this were transferred over to the overall cycle time. The standard work chart below shows where
the labor was reallocated.
Figure 16: Labor Reallocation Locations

The Crystal Ball simulation was then rerun with these labor reallocation changes made
and the component changes made from the first iteration. The cycle time chart below shows how
these changes effect the line balancing.
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Figure 17: Second Iteration Cycle Times

It can now be seen that all 8 operators are below the goal line cycle time line. The table
shows the metrics of this are shown below.
Figure 18: Observed vs. Final Recommendation Performance Metrics

With both of these revisions put in place, the total parts per hour increased from 42 to 47, and 38
to 44 on each side. The certainties also increased from 49% and 5% certain to reach the goal of
45 parts per hour to 66% and 35% certain.
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Labor Cost Analysis
The team wanted to see how much money Mann Hummel was able to save based on
these recommendations. First the current labor cost per part was calculated, this was done by
multiplying the cost of labor per hour, by the number of hours worked in a day 7.07, by the
number of operators on each side, 4.5. This was then divided by the average parts per shift that
each side has historically produced. This was done for A side and for B side and the numbers
were added together to come up with a single number that represented the labor cost per part for
regular time. The same was done for overtime labor cost per part, except the cost of labor per
hour was multiplied by 1.5.
After the final recommendations had been made and the team used the new parts per hour
number multiplied by 8 to represent a per shift basis. The same calculations were run again, but
now with the new performance numbers. Initially the cost of labor per part in regular time was
$2.81 this decreased to $2.62 with the changes, for overtime cost this went from $4.21 to $3.94.
The total remainder volume to be produced by both lines is about 958,900 parts. The goal
per week of parts is 10,800. This was computed by multiplying the average hourly goal of 45 by
8 to get the goal per shift. This was multiplied by 15 to represent the goal per week since 3 shifts
are run per day and weekend work is not wanted. This came out to 5,400 for each A and B side
and 10,800 total. The 958,900 parts were divided by the weekly goal of 10,800 to come up with
89 weeks of production left. The same calculation was run, but with the historical parts per shift,
this showed that only 10,200 parts are currently being made per week in regular time, a
difference of 600 parts. This 10,200 parts was multiplied by the remaining 89 weeks, to come up
with the number of parts that Mann Hummel would produce in the remaining weeks if they kept
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producing at their current rates. This came out to 907,800 parts to be produced in regular time,
leaving 51,100 parts to be produced in overtime. 907,800 parts was multiplied by the difference
of the initial labor cost per part in regular time and the revised labor cost per part in regular time.
To come to a total of $84,267 saved. The same calculation was done for overtime except the
difference was the initial labor cost per part in overtime subtracted by the revised labor cost per
part in regular time because now the number of overtime hours is reduced. This comes to a
savings of $40,554. The total labor cost saved from the initial observed cycle times to the final
revised cycle times saves a total of $124,821 over the remainder volume to be produced by cell
301A and Cell 301B.
Table 10: Labor Cost Analysis
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CONCLUSION: SHORT AND LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS
After selecting the cell to be analyzed, taking time studies, and conducting research, the
group determined the following changes could greatly improve the efficiency of Cell 301. For
short term recommendations, Mann+Hummel should first have operator 1A refill all of the
components for both A and B sides of the cell. Second, operator 2A should take steps 1,2,3 and 4
from operator 1A. Third, operator 2B should take steps 3 and 5 from operator 1B. Along with
these changes, Mann+Hummel should use the new standard work charts that the team created.
These charts have accurate machine and handling times for the cell, as well as updated processes
that accurately depict what happens in the cell. For long-term recommendations, the team
suggests that Mann+Hummel develop a standard work audit system plant wide to accurately
track how their cells change over time. Second long-term recommendation is to have
Mann+Hummel implement the use of Man-Machine charts in each cell alongside the standard
work charts. These Man-Machine charts give a better picture of how operators interact with the
machines in the cell.

